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Introduction
Who we are and what we do
1
The Local Government Boundary Commission for England (LGBCE) is an
independent body set up by Parliament.1 We are not part of government or any
political party. We are accountable to Parliament through a committee of MPs
chaired by the Speaker of the House of Commons. Our main role is to carry out
electoral reviews of local authorities throughout England.
2

The members of the Commission are:
•
•
•
•

Professor Colin Mellors OBE
(Chair)
Andrew Scallan CBE
(Deputy Chair)
Susan Johnson OBE
Peter Maddison QPM

•
•

Amanda Nobbs OBE
Steve Robinson

•

Jolyon Jackson CBE
(Chief Executive)

What is an electoral review?
3
An electoral review examines and proposes new electoral arrangements for a
local authority. A local authority’s electoral arrangements decide:
•
•
•

How many councillors are needed.
How many wards or electoral divisions there should be, where their
boundaries are and what they should be called.
How many councillors should represent each ward or division.

4
When carrying out an electoral review the Commission has three main
considerations:
•
•
•

Improving electoral equality by equalising the number of electors that each
councillor represents.
Ensuring that the recommendations reflect community identity.
Providing arrangements that support effective and convenient local
government.

5
Our task is to strike the best balance between these three considerations when
making our recommendations.

1

Under the Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act 2009

1

6
More detail regarding the powers that we have, as well as the further guidance
and information about electoral reviews and review process in general, can be found
on our website at www.lgbce.org.uk

Why Lambeth?
7
We are conducting a review of Lambeth Council (‘the Council’) as the value of
each vote in borough elections varies depending on where you live in Lambeth.
Some councillors currently represent many more or fewer electors than others. This
is ‘electoral inequality’. Our aim is to create ‘electoral equality’, where votes are as
equal as possible, ideally within 10% of being exactly equal.
8

This electoral review is being carried out to ensure that:
•
•

The wards in Lambeth are in the best possible places to help the Council
carry out its responsibilities effectively.
The number of electors represented by each councillor is approximately
the same across the borough.

Our proposals for Lambeth
9
Lambeth should be represented by 63 councillors, the same number as there
are now.
10

Lambeth should have 26 wards, five more than there are now.

11

The boundaries of all wards should change; none will stay the same.

How will the recommendations affect you?
12 The recommendations will determine how many councillors will serve on the
Council. They will also decide which ward you vote in and which other communities
are in that ward. Your ward name may also change.
13 Our recommendations cannot affect the external boundaries of the borough or
result in changes to postcodes. They do not take into account parliamentary
constituency boundaries. The recommendations will not have an effect on local
taxes, house prices, or car and house insurance premiums and we are not able to
consider any representations which are based on these issues.

2

Have your say
14 We will consult on the draft recommendations for a 10-week period, from
2 February 2021 to 12 April 2021. We encourage everyone to use this opportunity to
comment on these proposed wards as the more public views we hear, the more
informed our decisions will be in making our final recommendations.
15 We ask everyone wishing to contribute ideas for the new wards to first read this
report and look at the accompanying map before responding to us.
16 You have until 12 April 2021 to have your say on the draft recommendations.
See page 43 for how to send us your response.

Review timetable
17 We wrote to the Council to ask its views on the appropriate number of
councillors for Lambeth. We then held a period of consultation with the public on
warding patterns for the borough. The submissions received during consultation
have informed our draft recommendations.
18

The review is being conducted as follows:

Stage starts

Description

21 April 2020

Number of councillors decided

14 July 2020

Start of consultation seeking views on new wards

21 September
2020

End of consultation; we began analysing submissions and
forming draft recommendations

2 February 2021

Publication of draft recommendations; start of second
consultation

12 April 2021

End of consultation; we begin analysing submissions and
forming final recommendations

29 June 2021

Publication of final recommendations

3

4

Analysis and draft recommendations
19 Legislation2 states that our recommendations should not be based only on how
many electors3 there are now, but also on how many there are likely to be in the five
years after the publication of our final recommendations. We must also try to
recommend strong, clearly identifiable boundaries for our wards.
20 In reality, we are unlikely to be able to create wards with exactly the same
number of electors in each; we have to be flexible. However, we try to keep the
number of electors represented by each councillor as close to the average for the
council as possible.
21 We work out the average number of electors per councillor for each individual
local authority by dividing the electorate by the number of councillors, as shown on
the table below.

Electorate of Lambeth
Number of councillors
Average number of electors per
councillor

2020
244,634
63

2026
256,560
63

3,883

4,072

22 When the number of electors per councillor in a ward is within 10% of the
average for the authority, we refer to the ward as having ‘good electoral equality’. All
of our proposed wards for Lambeth are forecast to have good electoral equality by
2026.

Submissions received
23 See Appendix C for details of the submissions received. All submissions may
be viewed on our website at www.lgbce.org.uk

Electorate figures
24 The Council submitted electorate forecasts for 2026, a period five years on
from the scheduled publication of our final recommendations in 2021. These
forecasts were broken down to polling district level and predicted an increase in the
electorate of around 5% by 2026.
25 The Council’s Green Party Group (‘Green Group’) expressed concern that the
forecast electorate may be over ambitious and may not be attained. Some residents

2
3

Schedule 2 to the Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act 2009.
Electors refers to the number of people registered to vote, not the whole adult population.
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also questioned the forecast. We note that some of these concerns are because the
growth in electorate forecast for Bishop’s ward at the last review did not occur.
26 We considered the information provided by the Council and note that there is
huge development taking place in the north of the borough. The Commission
acknowledges that forecasting is an inexact science and recognises the difficulty in
projecting figures. We also acknowledge that population and development trends are
dynamic. For instance, the impact of Covid-19 on developments is unknown.
However, we are satisfied that the projected figures are the best available at the
present time. We have used these figures to produce our draft recommendations.

Number of councillors
27 Lambeth Council currently has 63 councillors. We have looked at evidence
provided by the Council and have concluded that keeping this number the same will
ensure the Council can carry out its roles and responsibilities effectively.
28 We therefore invited proposals for new patterns of wards that would be
represented by 63 councillors: for example, 63 one-councillor wards, 21 threecouncillor wards, or a mix of one-, two- and three-councillor wards.
29 We received one submission for an alternative number of councillors in
response to our consultation on ward patterns. The submission proposed that each
of the existing wards should have a single councillor or a total of 21 councillors for
the borough largely on cost grounds. No further details were provided to support this
proposal and we did not accept it. We therefore based our draft recommendations on
a 63-councillor council.

Ward boundaries consultation
30 We received 244 submissions in response to our consultation on ward
boundaries. These included four borough-wide proposals from the Council, the
Green Group on the Council (‘the Green Group’), the three Lambeth Conservative
Associations (‘the Conservatives’) and Lambeth Liberal Democrats (‘the Liberal
Democrats’). We also received borough-wide comments from a resident which were
in line with the Liberal Democrats’ proposals. We received partial schemes from
Norwood Action Group and a resident. The remainder of the submissions provided
localised comments for wards arrangements in particular areas of the borough.
31 The borough-wide schemes all had good electoral equality but proposed
significantly different boundaries. The Council proposed 22 wards: 19 threecouncillor and three two-councillor wards. With the exception of the north of the
borough, the Council’s proposals retained ‘great continuity with existing wards’. It
explained that it had sought to address anomalies and prioritise community links.
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32 The Green Group proposed 26 wards represented by a mix of three and two
councillors. Although the submission included general comments on the borough, it
reserved its detailed comments for the south of the borough.
33 The Conservatives and Liberal Democrats both submitted schemes that unlike
the Council’s proposals are not based on existing wards. The Conservatives focused
wards on parks and open spaces wherever possible. Their scheme included 26
wards: 11 three-councillor and 15 two-councillor wards. They explained that in order
to better represent communities a larger number of smaller wards were required.
34 The Liberal Democrats also proposed 26 wards, which included the option of a
single-councillor ward. They stated that because of the presumption of threemember wards at the last review, the current wards include ‘significant
compromises’. Their proposals also included smaller wards to ‘better reflect
communities and natural dividing lines’.
35 Given the travel restrictions, and social distancing, arising from the Covid-19
outbreak, there was a detailed, virtual tour of Lambeth. This helped to clarify issues
raised in submissions and assisted in the construction of the proposed boundary
recommendations.

Draft recommendations
36 Our draft recommendations are for 12 three-councillor wards, 13 two-councillor
wards and one single-councillor ward. We consider that our draft recommendations
will provide for good electoral equality while reflecting community identities and
interests where we received such evidence during consultation.
37 The four borough-wide schemes each had a great deal of merit, including
broadly good electoral equality. However, the boundaries of the wards proposed
were very different across the majority of the borough and it was not possible to
adopt wards proposed by one respondent in one area and the wards proposed by
another in the neighbouring area given the significant difference in their respective
boundaries. Accordingly, we have used the scheme that we considered provided the
best balance between the statutory criteria as a basis for much of the ward’s
boroughs. Both the Conservatives and Liberal Democrats identified wards based on
communities as they exist today. However, we considered that overall the Liberal
Democrats’ proposals provided the greatest level of community evidence which in a
number of areas received individual support from residents. We note that the
Council’s proposals were based primarily on existing wards. We recognise that
existing wards may reflect community identities; however, we do not assume this
and consider that generally the evidence of community identity in support of the
Liberal Democrats’ scheme was stronger.

7

38 We are of the view that the proposed pattern of wards results in good levels of
electoral equality by 2026 and generally uses identifiable boundaries. As well as the
wards proposed by the Liberal Democrats and the Council we are also adopting
boundaries in light of evidence of community links and locally recognised boundaries
described by other respondents, including the Conservatives and Green Group,
where we were persuaded that their proposals provided the best balance between
the statutory criteria. In some areas we considered that the proposals did not provide
for the best balance between our statutory criteria and so we identified alternative
boundaries.
39 We note that this pattern of wards is very different from the existing pattern, but
we are of the view that it reflects communities as they have developed and
represents a good balance of our statutory criteria. The proposed patterns of wards
result in good levels of electoral equality in most areas of the authority and generally
use clearly identifiable boundaries. We have used the ward names as proposed by
the proponents of the wards we are adopting, with the exception of South Bank &
Waterloo ward where there was persuasive evidence for the ward name we propose.
As these are draft recommendations, we welcome comments and views on
alternative boundaries and ward names.
40 The tables and maps on pages 9–39 detail our draft recommendations for each
area of Lambeth. They detail how the proposed warding arrangements reflect the
three statutory4 criteria of:
•
•
•

Equality of representation.
Reflecting community interests and identities.
Providing for effective and convenient local government.

41 A summary of our proposed new wards is set out in the table starting on page
49 and on the large map accompanying this report.
42 We welcome all comments on these draft recommendations, particularly on the
location of the ward boundaries, and the names of our proposed wards.

4

Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act 2009.
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Kennington, Oval, Vauxhall and Waterloo

Number of
councillors
3
3
2
3

Ward name
Kennington
Oval & South Lambeth
South Bank & Waterloo
Vauxhall Bridge

9

Variance 2026
1%
0%
0%
-1%

Kennington, Oval & South Lambeth and Vauxhall Bridge
43 In addition to the borough-wide submissions, we received comments from a
number of residents. The borough-wide submissions all proposed three wards in this
area, but the boundaries were very different.
44 The Council’s proposed Kennington ward included the entire Walcot
Conservation Area and the China Walk Estate. Its proposed Oval ward included
Kennington Park, Kennington Park Estate and a small area east of Brixton Road. It
argued that this estate should be encouraged to develop a community with those
who would reside in the new development on the old gas work site. Its Vauxhall
Riverside ward included residents to the west of South Lambeth Road and between
Wyvil and Thorne roads and Thorncroft Street. Under these proposals the Vauxhall
Gardens Estate is split across two wards. The Council argued that this was
acceptable because as the largest estate in the borough, it was represented by three
different residents’ associations and only one of them would be split across wards if
these proposals were adopted.
45 The Conservatives’ proposed Nine Elms ward ran along the riverside from
Whitgift Street in the north to Belmore Street in the south and excluded the area east
of Vauxhall station. However, like the Council, they included residents to the west of
South Lambeth Road and between Wyvil and Thorne roads and Thorncroft Street in
this ward because they considered that residents of this area would shop at the new
Sainsbury’s and use the new Nine Elms station. They also believe that these
residents do not identify as living in Oval, but rather Nine Elms or Vauxhall. Unlike
the Council, however, they did not split Vauxhall Gardens Estate but included it in
their proposed Kennington ward.
46 The Green Group proposed retaining most of the existing Princes ward which
unlike the other three schemes spans the breadth of the borough from east to west.
It also proposed an Oval ward and a Vauxhall ward in this area.
47 The Liberal Democrats’ proposals, like the Conservatives’, did not split the
Vauxhall Gardens Estate. They argued that it ought to be in a Vauxhall-facing ward.
They proposed that Kennington Park and Kennington Park Estate be included in a
Kennington ward which they stated ‘places all the communities on Kennington Road’
within this ward. They stated that Kennington Road is the high street for Kennington
and is a major road/bus route.
48 The Liberal Democrats agreed with the view that residents to the east of
Wandsworth Road and south of South Lambeth Road, across from the new Nine
Elms station, will shop at the Sainsbury’s and use the station for transport; however,
they argued that that will be the extent of their association with those in the new
developments and that their community will be to the east towards South Lambeth
Road.
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49 One resident proposed the creation of ‘an inland’ Kennington ward and a
Vauxhall-facing Vauxhall ward. The proposal included Kennington Cross in a single
ward. A resident of Kennington Park Estate stated that it made more sense for them
to be included in a ward to the north because ‘the cricket ground and the main roads
formed a natural boundary’.
50 Another resident stated that there was a South Lambeth community around
Mawbey Brough, Dorset Road and the area around Tradescant Road and Aldebert
Terrace. This is an area on both sides of a particular stretch of South Lambeth Road.
51 Another resident proposed a single-councillor ward in the Vauxhall area to
acknowledge the historical and diverse LGBT+ venues in the area and a twocouncillor Kennington ward. However, they did not provide any specific boundaries
or detailed community evidence in support of this proposal. And another resident
proposed the creation of a Vauxhall & Kennington Park ward in place of the existing
Oval ward.
52 We have considered all the evidence we received and while we note the size of
the Vauxhall Gardens Estate, we have not been persuaded to split it in the face of
other proposals which keep it together. Furthermore, while we agree that the
residents immediately east of the new Nine Elms station will make use of the new
facilities close to them, we believe that their community is likely to continue to be to
the east around the facilities on South Lambeth Road and not with the substantial
community that will develop from the new multi-storey housing on Wandsworth
Road.
53 With regards to the area around The Oval cricket ground and Kennington Park,
we note the desirability to keep the park and associated estate together. We were of
the view that they could form part of either a ward with The Oval to the west and
south-west or with Kennington to the north. On our virtual tour we noted that while
Kennington Park Estate and Kennington Park are close to the cricket ground,
Kennington Park Estate does not face on to it. Accordingly, we consider that that part
of Kennington Oval (alongside the cricket ground) forms a good boundary.
54 We have therefore adopted the Liberal Democrats’ proposals for this area
which keeps the Vauxhall Gardens Estate in a single ward, unites the area to the
east of the new Nine Elms station with their community in South Lambeth and
includes Kennington Park and Kennington Park Estate in Kennington ward to the
north. We agree with the Conservatives that the community immediately east of Nine
Elms station will not consider themselves part of the Oval community; however, we
do consider that they will identify as part of the South Lambeth community.
55
We note that these proposals meet a number of the Council’s objectives. For
example, they unite the Walcot Conservation Area in a single ward. The China Walk
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Estate is also included in a single ward and so is the area around Kennington Cross.
Our proposals also take account of the access for residents of Bonnington Square
and Vauxhall Grove from the northern end of South Lambeth Road.
56 We are persuaded by the strength of Brixton Road and Camberwell New Road
as strong boundaries and while we acknowledge that residents to the immediate
east of Brixton Road will most likely use Oval underground station for transport, this
will also be the case for residents in a much wider area, for example those to the
immediate south of Caldwell and Vassall roads.
57 However, we have made a number of minor adjustments. We have excluded St
Mark’s Church from Kennington ward in light of the strength of Camberwell New
Road as a boundary. On the other hand, we have included Cleveland Mansions on
Mowll Street in our Oval & South Lambeth ward as the residents appear to be in the
same development with those on the other side of the road. This is in line with the
Council’s boundary in this area.
58 Our draft recommendations are for three three-councillor wards: Kennington
ward, forecast to have 1% more electors per councillor than the borough average;
Oval & South Lambeth ward, forecast to have approximately the same number of
elector per councillor as the borough average; and Vauxhall Bridge ward, forecast to
have 1% fewer electors than the borough average, by 2026.
59
A resident proposed renaming the existing Princes ward Chaplin ward.
However, as the new wards in this area are not comparable with the existing Princes
ward, and as they did not provide evidence to support this, we did not adopt this
name change. We note that the Council proposed naming its ward in the Vauxhall
area Vauxhall Riverside and we welcome comments on whether this name should
be adopted in light of our draft recommendation’s boundaries. We also note that the
Conservatives proposed a Nine Elms ward. Although its southern boundary extends
further south, we welcome comments on whether Nine Elms is an appropriate name
for our Vauxhall Bridge ward.
South Bank & Waterloo
60 In addition to the borough-wide schemes, we received submissions for this
ward from the South Bank Employers’ Group (SBEG) and a number of residents.
61 The borough-wide submissions proposed similar boundaries for a twocouncillor ward which excluded residents between Kennington Road and Sail
Street/the railway line, south of Lambeth Road. The proposals placed residents to
the west of the railway line and north of Whitgift Street in this ward. The Council and
Liberal Democrats proposed that the south-eastern boundary should run along Sail
and Newport streets before turning west along Whitgift Street. The Conservatives
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and Green Group used the railway line as the south-eastern boundary. This minor
difference does not include any electors.
62 The Council explained that it was difficult to create a three-councillor ward
without splitting the Ethelred Estate or creating a community in a long and narrow
peninsula along the riverfront which would be separated from the rest of the ward.
63 The SBEG argued for a three-councillor ward in this area. It stated that two
councillors would be insufficient for the area due to its nature, its needs and its
recent and projected growth. The SBEG believes that the area’s recovery from the
pandemic and its economic competitiveness will be threatened if ‘the area and its
needs become more peripheral in terms of its status as a two-member ward’. It also
highlighted its collaborative work with the South Bank & Waterloo Neighbours
(SoWN) and stressed that any proposals should not undermine this work.
64 A resident suggested that the ward should be extended along the riverfront to
Vauxhall and up to the railway viaduct. Another resident suggested that a portion of
the existing Bishop’s ward, specifically in polling district VAD south of Lambeth Road
around Walnut Tree Walk, should be moved into a ward to the south. The resident
went on to say that the Whitgift Estate would no longer be split across wards. All of
the borough-wide schemes we received proposed doing this.
65 We have considered the submissions we received for this area and have been
persuaded to create a two-councillor ward as proposed by the borough-wide
schemes. The south-eastern boundary of the ward runs along Sail and Newport
streets and we invite comments as to whether this boundary should be run along the
railway line instead.
66 We note the comments made by the SBEG. However, we are content that the
number of councillors is proportionate to the number of forecast electors as
evidenced by the ward’s forecast electoral variance (0%). We are also persuaded
that this ward represents a good balance of our statutory criteria. Furthermore, the
proposed ward includes the entire SoWN Neighbourhood Area that sits within the
London Borough of Lambeth according to the SoWN website.
67 We received a number of suggested names for this ward. The Council, the
Green Group and the Liberal Democrats proposed naming it Waterloo ward. The
Council explained that this was to reflect ‘the most prominent landmark and
neighbourhood name in the area’. The Conservatives proposed naming it after
Archbishop Park, located within the ward, while a resident suggested Lambeth North
& South Bank. Finally, the SBEG proposed naming it South Bank & Waterloo to
better reflect the fact that this has become the accepted name for many communitydriven initiatives in the area, including SoWN, South Bank & Waterloo Forum and
South Bank & Waterloo Partnership. We have been persuaded by the SBEG’s
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arguments that it reflects the community identity in this area and have named this
proposed ward accordingly. Nevertheless, we welcome comments on the name of
this proposed ward.
68 Our draft recommendations are for a two-councillor South Bank & Waterloo
ward which is forecast to have approximately the same number of electors per
councillor as the average for Lambeth Council, by 2026.
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Clapham Abbeville, Clapham East, Clapham West and Stockwell

Number of
councillors
2
2
3
2
3

Ward name
Clapham Abbeville
Clapham East
Clapham West
Stockwell East
Stockwell West & Larkhall

Variance 2026
6%
1%
6%
-10%
2%

Clapham Abbeville, Clapham East and Clapham West
69 In addition to the borough-wide proposals, we received submissions from a
number of residents.
70 The Council stated that its proposals for Clapham and for Stockwell ‘involve
small adjustments to existing wards to tidy up anomalies with their current
boundaries and to improve arrangements for local representation’. It therefore
proposed wards similar to the existing ones. To better reflect community identity, it
15

has excluded Clapham High Street from its proposed Ferndale ward and included it
in a Clapham-facing ward.
71 Its proposed Clapham Common ward has been expanded to include an area
north of Clapham Park Road to improve its forecast electoral equality. Its Clapham
Town ward has retained its focus on Clapham High Street and Clapham Old Town.
The Council have also strengthened the boundary of the existing Larkhall ward along
Jefferys Road and renamed it Larkhall & Clapham North ward to better reflect the
identities of the communities who live there.
72 The Green Group’s proposals made amendments to the existing wards in the
area but did not provide any detailed evidence in support of these proposals.
73 The Conservatives proposed a Clapham North and a Larkhall Park ward west
of the A3 Clapham ward as well as a Clapham Common and a Stockwell South
ward, both of which straddle the A3. The proposals would unite residents who live
around Clapham Common in a single ward. The Conservatives point to two local
community groups whose membership is drawn from residents on both sides of the
Common. Their proposed Clapham North ward was bordered to the east by
Clapham High Street and included a number of streets north of the railway line to
include those who identify with Clapham High Street station as a transport hub.
74 The Liberal Democrats proposed three wards in this area. Their proposals
utilised the A3 Clapham High Street and Long Road as boundaries between the
different Clapham wards. They argued that the proposed boundary between
Clapham and Stockwell is better placed along Union Road because it is ‘a point after
the end of continuous high street shopping parades for both Clapham and Stockwell
town centres’. Like the Conservatives, they included an area north of Clapham North
station in a ward with those in the south. As part of their proposals they also created
a Clapham Abbeville ward around Abbeville Village pointing out that it is a separate
community from those parts of Clapham facing onto the A3. They also stated that
Larkhall Park should be a shared amenity for residents around it and have excluded
it from any of their proposed Clapham wards.
75 A resident stated that there were parts of Clapham town centre in the existing
Larkhall ward which ‘belonged with the rest of Clapham High Street’. This was
supported by another resident who suggested that Clapham Town ought to include
parts of the existing Larkhall ward. One resident wanted St Luke’s Avenue (currently
in Ferndale ward) included in Clapham Town ward while two residents suggested a
ward created around Abbeville Village because of its distinctive nature.
76 We note that the Council in its submission recognised Clapham Abbeville as a
distinctive community and we have been persuaded by the desirability to include this
community in a ward of its own. We are also persuaded by the strength of Clapham
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Road/High Street both as a boundary and as a focus for the Clapham (and
Stockwell) communities on either side of it. On our virtual tour we noted that the
boundary between the existing Larkhall and Stockwell wards along Southville
separated residents of this narrow road from the park across the road from them.
77 Therefore, after careful consideration of the evidence we received, we are
basing our draft recommendations on the Liberal Democrats’ proposals. Under these
proposals, the high street and its shops remain a focus and a resource for both
Clapham East and West wards but also a strong and identifiably boundary. Adopting
these proposals also facilitates the creation of a Clapham Abbeville ward.
78
We note the Conservatives’ comments about Clapham Common having a
single set of councillors, but we also consider that the open space is a shared
amenity for the communities in that area.
79 With respect to our draft recommendations’ Clapham East ward, and
specifically the area between the railway line at Clapham North underground station
and Bedford Road, we are content that there are adequate transport links between
the north and south ‘halves’ of this ward along Clapham High Street and Clapham
Road as well as Bedford Road. The north-eastern boundary of our draft
recommendations includes Lambeth Hospital in this ward. We exclude the Pulross
Centre and residents of numbers 44–47 Pulross Road, whom we include in a
different ward with their closest neighbours, in line with the Council’s proposals.
80 Our Clapham West ward extends north of Clapham High Street station. We
considered the inclusion of Bromfelde, Chelsham, Gauden and Sibella roads north of
the railway line in a single ward with other roads further north. However, we are
content that residents of these roads will identify as part of Clapham and not Larkhall
or Stockwell, and that they will gravitate towards Clapham High Street and the train
and underground stations located there. We note that the Conservatives’ proposed
Clapham North ward also straddled the railway line and included part of this area.
81 Our draft recommendations are for a two-councillor Clapham Abbeville ward, a
two-councillor Clapham East ward and a three-councillor Clapham West ward. Our
Clapham Abbeville and Clapham East wards are forecast to have 6% and 1% more
electors, respectively, than the average for Lambeth in 2026. Clapham West ward is
forecast to have 6% more electors than the borough average, by 2026.
82 We specifically welcome comments on whether the south-western boundary of
our Clapham East ward should continue along the A24 Clapham Common South
Side instead of along Rookery Road.
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Stockwell East and Stockwell West & Larkhall
83 In addition to the borough-wide schemes we received submissions for this area
from Albert Square & St Stephen’s Association (ASSA), the Stockwell Village
Association and residents.
84 The Council proposed a Stockwell ward which united a number of estates
which had been previously split across multiple wards. Its proposal also
strengthened the boundary along Jeffreys Road and made a couple more
modifications to the existing ward.
85 The Conservatives’ proposals for Stockwell included a Stockwell North ward
and a Stockwell South ward reflecting those communities who identify as living in
Stockwell. Their proposed Stockwell North united the Stockwell Gardens Estate
while its southern counterpart included Stockwell Green and Stockwell Primary
School. The latter ward included Sibella, Bromfelde and Chelsham roads north of
Clapham High Street station and west of Clapham High Street. It also included
Clapham North underground station and a number of roads to its immediate north.
Separately, they proposed a Larkhall Park ward focused around Larkhall Park.
86 The Liberal Democrats’ proposals included a Stockwell East and a Stockwell
West & Larkhall ward. They argued that the area south of Caldwell Gardens Estate
between Brixton and Clapham roads should be in a Stockwell ward as this area
includes part of the Stockwell Park Conservation Area.
87 They explained that in addition to strong boundaries and communities that look
to Clapham Road, their proposed Stockwell West & Larkhall ward is also partly
focused on Larkhall Park and brings together those who use the amenities on
Wandsworth Road to the west of the area.
88 The ASSA submitted a proposal which created a single-councillor ward based
on the residents’ association and a two-councillor ward comprising the rest of the
existing Stockwell ward.
89 The Stockwell Village Association commented on proposals to make Landor
Road a boundary. We note that their main concern appeared to be that Stockwell
Green should be included in a single ward.
90 A resident suggested that the existing Ferndale ward be split to recognise
Stockwell Park. Another one suggested that an area west of South Lambeth Road
and south of Miles Street was better placed in a Stockwell ward. And another
resident proposed that the boundary for Stockwell should be moved west to run
along Brixton Road because the ‘triangle between Oval, Clapham Road, Brixton
Road and Durand Gardens is closer aligned to Stockwell and Oval rather than
Vassall’ to the east of Brixton Road.
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91 We note that all three schemes include an area around Durand Gardens in a
Stockwell ward as well as the area on both sides of the A3 Clapham Road. We also
note the Council’s strengthened boundary along Jeffreys Road. However, while we
agree that the boundary around Larkhall Park is a strong one, we also consider that
the park could be a shared amenity. We note that in this area both the
Conservatives’ and the Liberal Democrats’ proposals use Union Road and Larkhall
Rise as the boundary between Larkhall and the area north of Clapham North station.
Union Road is also a strong boundary.
92 We also consider that residents in the three roads mentioned above (paragraph
85) north of Clapham High Street station and included in the Conservatives’
proposed Stockwell South ward will most likely identify as living in Clapham and not
Stockwell. The same thing applies to those living immediately north of Clapham
North underground station.
93 In light of all this and the strength of Brixton and Clapham roads as boundaries,
we are adopting the Liberal Democrats’ proposals as part of our draft
recommendations. Stockwell East includes the Stockwell Park Conservation Area
and the Stockwell Park Residents’ Association area as proposed by at least one
resident.
94 We note that a number of the borough-wide schemes used a portion of Landor
Road and Stockwell Green as a boundary. However, the Council excluded Oak
Square from its Stockwell ward, arguing that these residents share the same
residents’ association with those on Stockwell Green to their immediate south. We
have therefore modified the boundaries in this specific area in accordance with the
Council’s proposals and included them in our Brixton North ward. However, we have
moved the proposed boundary along Landor Road and included residents of 110–
154 Landor Road in Stockwell East ward together with their neighbours on the other
side of the road. The modification around Oak Square has meant that the forecast
variance for Stockwell East is poorer but we believe this is justified by the better
reflection of community identities.
95 Stockwell East and Stockwell West & Larkhall wards are both two-councillor
wards forecast to have 10% fewer and 2% more electors that the borough average,
respectively, by 2026.
96 One resident proposed four councillors for Larkhall ward. It is our view that fourcouncillor wards do not aid effective and convenient local government, potentially
diluting the accountability of councillors to the electorate. We have therefore not
included any four-councillor wards as part of our draft recommendations.
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Brixton, Herne Hill, Myatts Field and Rush Common

Number of
councillors
3
3
2
3
2
3

Ward name
Brixton Acre Lane
Brixton North
Brixton Windrush
Herne Hill & Loughborough Junction
Myatts Field
Rush Common
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Variance 2026
-1%
-3%
4%
-1%
6%
-5%

Brixton Acre Lane and Rush Common
97 In addition to the borough-wide submissions we also received representations
from some residents.
98 The Council proposed one change to the existing Brixton Hill ward as part of its
proposals, explaining that the ward was a largely cohesive community. The change
moved residents of St Martin’s Estate, currently split across Brixton Hill and Tulse
Hill wards, into its proposed Tulse Hill ward. Its proposed Tulse Hill ward included
one additional modification to the existing ward moving the boundary from Hardel
Rise slightly west to facilitate its Rosendale ward to the east.
99 The Green Group retained the boundaries of the existing Brixton Hill ward and
made one minor modification to the existing Tulse Hill ward.
100 The Conservatives proposed a Brixton Town Hall ward bringing together an
area south of Acre Lane and Coldharbour Lane (west). It straddled the A23 Brixton
Hill and Effra Road. Their proposals also included a Brixton Windmill ward covering
much of the rest of the existing Brixton Hill ward including a section that crossed the
A23 Brixton Hill. Its Brockwell Park ward included electors to the north, south and
west of Brockwell Park.
101 The Liberal Democrats united Acre Lane in a single ward as they considered it
a ‘unifying town centre’. Their proposed Brixton Acre Lane ward did not extend south
of HM Brixton Prison. Unlike the Council’s Brixton Hill ward, it did not straddle the
A23 Brixton Hill. The Liberal Democrats’ proposed Rush Common ward to the east
of Brixton Hill was similar to the Council’s proposed Tulse Hill ward but did not
extend as far south or include St Martin’s Estate.
102 Two residents considered that the A23 Brixton Hill is a barrier between
communities in a way that Acre Lane is not. Another resident said that it made sense
for the A23 to be a boundary and that their community is not with the rest of the
existing Brixton Hill ward to the west of the A23 but with either the existing Tulse Hill
ward or ‘a ward that came further north from Streatham Hill’.
103 We are adopting the wards proposed by the Liberal Democrats, for three main
reasons: firstly, the wards do not straddle the A23 in this area reflecting what other
respondents have told us about its strength as a clear and identifiable boundary;
secondly, Acre Lane is united in a single ward; and, thirdly, they facilitate the
creation of a Tulse Hill-facing ward that we have been persuaded to adopt.
104 Our draft recommendations are therefore for a Brixton Acre Lane ward (which
includes HM Brixton Prison within its boundaries) and a Rush Common ward. Both
are three-councillor wards. Brixton Acre Lane is forecast to have approximately the
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same number of electors as the borough average by 2026. Rush Common ward is
forecast to have 5% fewer electors than the borough average in the same timescale.
105 We understand that Rush Common ward is named after the protected green
space running down the eastern side of Brixton Hill and around Josephine Avenue.
In addition to comments on the boundaries, we welcome comments on the name of
this ward.
Brixton North, Brixton Windrush, Myatts Field and Herne Hill & Loughborough
Junction
106 In addition to the borough-wide schemes, we received submissions from the
Lilford Area Residents’ Association (LARA), Loughborough Junction Action Group
(LJAG), Vassall & Coldharbour Forum (VCF) and residents.
107 The Council utilised the boundaries of a number of estates to determine the
boundary between its proposed Myatt’s Field & North Brixton ward and Brixton
Central ward. These proposals included modifications to the rest of the existing
Coldharbour ward including one that united all of Shakespeare Road in a Herne Hill
ward to the east. This placed the whole of Loughborough Junction station in a single
ward and the Council proposed reflecting this in the ward name by naming it Herne
Hill & Loughborough Junction ward. It also proposed that aside from a couple of
modifications in the south, the rest of the existing Coldharbour ward should form a
new ward called Brixton Central.
108 The Green Group’s proposals included four wards in this area: Coldharbour,
Herne Hill, Mandela and Van Gogh wards, with different boundaries from the other
schemes but with good electoral equality and seemingly good boundaries. However,
as we did not receive detailed community evidence in support of the wards, we do
not propose adopting these proposals.
109 The Conservatives created a Myatt’s Fields ward and a Brixton Central ward
and for the most part proposed retaining the existing boundary along Loughborough
and Lilford roads. They explained that their proposed Myatt’s Fields ward included
the area where most people ‘identify with Myatt’s Fields as their “area”’. However,
they excluded residents of Akerman, Claribel and Evandale roads from this ward. In
addition, they proposed a Herne Hill ward minus Brockwell Park and Herne Hill
station, which they included in a separate Brockwell Park ward. Their intention was
to unite residents around the park in a single ward.
110 The Liberal Democrats’ proposed Myatts Field ward had similar boundaries to
the ward proposed by the Conservatives. The main difference being that in this
proposal the longstanding boundary along Loughborough and Lilford roads was
maintained in its entirety without excluding the three roads mentioned in paragraph
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109. They argued that this was a coherent ward with strong boundaries made up of a
mix of smaller estates.
111 The Liberal Democrats’ Herne Hill & Brixton East ward was similar to the
Council’s Herne Hill & Loughborough Junction ward, although they proposed uniting
Shakespeare Road in a Brixton-facing ward. With regards to their proposed Brixton
North ward, they stated that it included communities north of central Brixton who
identify with Brixton and noted that the Council’s proposed ‘Brixton-based Ferndale
ward’ had similar boundaries in the north-west of this proposed ward.
112 LARA supported the inclusion of Loughborough Junction in the ward name as
proposed by the Council for an area covering the existing Herne Hill ward. The LJAG
expressed support for the inclusion of Shakespeare Road, the Loughborough
Junction commercial area and the station wholly in a single ward. However, it
objected to the inclusion of certain areas south of Loughborough and Lilford roads
(e.g. Hertford Estate and Elam Street Open Space) into a ‘ward that looks to Myatts
Field, Longfield Hall and the new Oval Quarter Centre’. VCF was concerned that a
drastic ward change in the Vassall and Coldharbour wards could disrupt the joint
working of the organisations it represented.
113 Two residents of Shakespeare Road stated that they had always identified as
living in Herne Hill and not Brixton. One went on to explain that a Herne Hill
councillor had even acted on their behalf at times. Another resident suggested that
the southern boundary of the existing Coldharbour ward should be rationalised so
that it does not ‘cut through streets somewhat randomly’ and that the northern parts
of the ward could be moved into a different ward ‘to maintain the community around
Coldharbour Lane and the Electric Avenue’ areas.
114 One resident considered that living on the west side of Coldharbour Lane they
did not feel connected to the communities to ‘the north side of Brixton Road and
Ferndale Road’. Another resident proposed making Loughborough Junction a onecouncillor ward and the rest of the (existing Herne Hill) ward making up a Herne Hill
& Brockwell Park ward. Another resident considered that the Council’s proposed
boundary between its Brixton Central and Myatt’s Field & North Brixton wards would
not be ‘understood by anyone without a knowledge of the history of Lambeth housing
management’.
115 After considering the representations made to us, we have based our draft
recommendations Brixton North, Brixton Windrush and Myatts Field wards on the
Liberal Democrats’ warding pattern in this area. However, we have adopted the
Council’s proposals for a Herne Hill & Loughborough Junction ward as part of our
draft recommendations.
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116 Our Brixton North ward includes the community facilities and area highlighted
by the LJAG and retains them in a Brixton-facing ward. It also reflects the comments
about moving the northern area of the existing Coldharbour ward into another ward
for community identity reasons. Furthermore, the western side of the ward across the
A23 also includes a community that we understand identifies as Brixton. We note
that this ward crosses the A23 and although we acknowledge its desirability as a
boundary, we note that the Conservatives’ proposed Brixton Central ward also
crossed the A23 in this area, albeit not to the same extent.
117 Our proposed Myatts Field ward has strong boundaries and good community
identity centred around Eythorne and Myatt’s Fields parks. Nevertheless, we are
specifically inviting comments and community evidence to help us determine
whether to exclude Akerman, Claribel and Evandale roads and include them in a
ward to the south as proposed by the Conservatives. This would produce acceptable
forecast variances of -1% and 2% for Brixton North and Myatts Field wards
respectively. We also note that there are a number of different spellings for Myatts
Field. We therefore welcome comments on which one it ought to be.
118 Our proposed Brixton Windrush ward’s eastern, southern and most of its
western boundaries are the same as the Council’s Brixton Central ward, the main
difference being that it does not extend as far north as Villa and Angell roads. It
retains Coldharbour Lane right up to the junction with Shakespeare Road in a single
ward. We note that while respondents did not support a ward in this area being
named Brixton Central, there were other suggestions e.g. Markets or Central
Square. We welcome comments on the name of this ward.
119 As mentioned above, we are adopting the Council’s proposals for Herne Hill &
Loughborough Junction ward. However, we note the comments made by both the
Green Group and the Liberal Democrats with regards to the ward name, including
that many residents and areas that identify as Loughborough Junction are excluded
from the ward. They assert that this could be confusing. We therefore welcome
specific comments on the name of this ward, including whether it ought to be named
Herne Hill & Brixton East as proposed by the Liberal Democrats.
120 Brixton Windrush and Myatts Field wards are both two-councillor wards
forecast to have 4% and 6% more electors, respectively, than the average for
Lambeth Council, by 2026. Brixton North and Herne Hill & Loughborough Junction
wards will each be represented by three councillors. They are forecast to have 3%
and 1% fewer electors, respectively, than the borough average, by 2026.
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Clapham Park and Thornton

Number of
councillors
3
2

Ward name
Clapham Park
Thornton

Variance 2026
-4%
3%

Clapham Park and Thornton
121 In addition to the borough-wide schemes for this area, we received submissions
from a number of residents.
122 The Council pointed out that the Clapham Park Estate is split over three wards
and its proposals would unite a small part currently located in the existing Streatham
Hill ward with the much larger part of the estate in the existing Thornton ward. It
explained that the new community centre for the estate was located ‘at the centre of
this area at the crossroad of King’s Avenue and the South Circular’.
123 The Green Group also united two parts of Clapham Park Estate in its proposed
Thornton ward. The southern boundary ran from Emmanuel Road along Kirkstall
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Road and Telford Avenue and utilised the A23 Streatham Hill as a boundary. At the
same time, it excluded an area of the existing ward, south of the A205 Poynders
Road and instead included it in its proposals for Clapham Common.
124 The Conservatives’ proposed Thornton ward does not include the area around
Mullins Place and Tilson Gardens, east of Kings Avenue. Unlike the Council, it
excluded Fortrose Gardens from this ward. Furthermore, they explained that in order
to include the main parts of Clapham Park Estate in Thornton ward, they proposed
moving the south-eastern boundary from running along Clarence Avenue to the west
to run behind properties on the eastern side of Rodenhurst Road.
125 The Liberal Democrats’ proposals included a separate ward with Clapham Park
Estate as its focus as well as a Thornton ward. Like the Conservatives’ these
proposals also unite residents on both sides of Clarence Avenue. They explained
that residents on the west side were physically separated from the Abbeville area
and that they look on to Clapham Park Estate. They also argued that Poynders
Gardens Estate looks to Clapham and was separate from the Hyde Farm area of
Thornton, which they stated looks towards Balham. Their proposed Thornton ward
united Telford Park and Hyde Farm, areas that they considered to share numerous
transport links and shops with their main open space being Tooting Bec Common.
126 Many residents opposed the Council’s proposals to unite Clapham Park Estate
in a Thornton ward. They objected to how the estate was being managed by
Metropolitan Thames Valley (MTVH). Residents of the estate in the existing
Streatham Hill ward did not want to be included in Thornton ward because they felt
that the councillors for the existing Streatham Hill ward represented their needs well.
127 Nevertheless, a number of residents supported the unification of the estate in a
single ward. For instance, a resident suggested that it would be beneficial if the
entire estate – currently split across three wards – was united in a single ward.
Another resident supported the transfer of the part in Streatham Hill into Thornton
ward adding that the same set of councillors would then represent all the parts of the
estate due to undergo regeneration. One resident specifically highlighted the fact
that under the Council’s proposals part of the estate remained in Brixton Hill ward.
128 Some residents suggested that if there was a need to reduce the number of
councillors, then Thornton ward ought to be reduced in size as it was ‘rather
amorphous’. One resident stated that it ‘had no centre’ and was not cohesive.
Another resident suggested the creation of a new Thornton ward, based on Hyde
Farm Estate and Telford Park Estate. A further resident explained that there was a
long-standing joint ecclesiastical parish of St Thomas with St Stephen that linked
these two communities together.
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129 Having considered all the proposals and comments we received, including the
comments about parts of the Clapham Park Estate remaining in Brixton Hill ward
under the Council’s proposals, we have based our draft recommendations in this
area on the Liberal Democrats’ proposed wards. This will unite both sides of
Clarence Avenue as proposed by the Conservatives. It also fulfils the Council’s
objectives with regards to Clapham Park Estate but goes further by uniting all of the
estate in a Clapham Park ward. We consider that this better reflects community
identity and will enable a focus on the needs of residents of the estate and their
immediate neighbours, thereby facilitating effective and convenient local
government. Though we note the comments made by residents about MTVH, we are
unable to consider them as they are outside the remit of this review.
130 Our draft recommendations also reflect the comments made about the
suitability of including the Hyde Farm and Telford Park communities in a single ward.
131 Our draft recommendations are for a three-councillor Clapham Park ward and a
two-councillor Thornton ward. Clapham Park ward is forecast to have 4% fewer
electors and Thornton ward 3% more electors than the average for Lambeth Council
by 2026.
132 We received a number of submissions which asked us to move the Hyde Farm
Estate from this borough to the London Borough of Wandsworth. We are not able to
change the external boundary of the borough as part of this review.
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Gipsy Hill, Knight’s Hill, Rosendale and St Martin’s

Number of
councillors
2
3
2
2

Ward name
Gipsy Hill
Knight’s Hill
Rosendale
St Martin’s

Variance 2026
2%
2%
-3%
1%

St Martin’s
133 We received additional submissions from the Deronda Estate Tenants’ &
Residents’ Association (DETRA), the Norwood Action Group, Norwood Forum and
residents for the area around Tulse Hill station.
134 The Council made minor modifications to the existing wards in this area. The
Council’s proposals united St Martin’s Estate in its proposed Tulse Hill ward and
moved electors west of Hardel Rise out of the ward. The Green Group extended the
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boundary of the existing Tulse Hill ward to include the area around Hardel Rise and
Perran Road.
135 The Conservatives and Liberal Democrats both proposed a ward focused on
the Tulse Hill area, albeit with different boundaries. DETRA pointed out that its
members identified with living in Tulse Hill and drew attention to the confusion of
having a Tulse Hill ward that didn’t include them. It also stated that the estate had
more in common with St Martin’s and Tulse Hill estates and identified with the
general neighbourhood of Tulse Hill.
136 The Norwood Action Group proposed a pattern of wards which included a Tulse
Hill South ward. This ward included an area around Tulse Hill station and extended
east to the borough boundary, north to Brockwell Park but it excluded St Martin’s
Estate.
137 A number of residents advocated for a Tulse Hill ward centred around the
station. One example was a resident who highlighted the fact that the Council’s
proposals split the area that identified as Tulse Hill across three wards and
suggested that ‘Tulse Hill, the Deronda Triangle and St Martin’s Estate’ ought to be
included in the same ward and ‘not gathered into Streatham or Brixton’. The resident
explained that Tulse Hill, like Herne Hill and West Norwood, is now a small centre in
its own right.
138 Another resident suggested that the existing Tulse Hill ward ought to be split
‘between Brixton and Tulse Hill’ as people at either end did not view themselves as
the same community, with those in the south gravitating towards the Tulse Hill
station area.
139 We note the near consensus about a community around Tulse Hill station. We
also note that the existing Tulse Hill ward excludes a significant part of the area
known locally as Tulse Hill but includes an area to the north that identifies with
Brixton. The existing Streatham Hill ward also includes residents who identify as
living in Tulse Hill. Both the Conservatives and the Liberal Democrats proposed a
ward focused on the community based in the Tulse Hill area and we have been
persuaded to create a ward focused on this area as part of our draft
recommendations. However, we have not been persuaded that this ward should
extend as far east to the borough boundary as proposed by the Norwood Action
Group for its Tulse Hill South ward.
140 We have based our draft recommendations on the St Martin’s ward proposed
by the Liberal Democrats, because it is focused on the Tulse Hill area and also does
not split St Martin’s Estate across wards. We have made a minor modification which
unites all the electors on Palace Road in this ward.
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141 The Liberal Democrats proposed the name St Martin’s and we have also
adopted this name but welcome comments on it. We understand that the area is
known by many as Tulse Hill and that the name is widely applied to locations and
infrastructure within the ward. We also recognise that the Council intends to initiate a
community-wide discussion about changing the name of the amenities in this area.
We review councils about every 14–15 years. When we allocate names to wards we
recognise that they may need to change before the next review. To enable this, in
the five years following a review, if a new preference emerges a council may seek
the Commission’s agreement to change the name of a ward to reflect community
identity and sentiment. After five years, a council itself may change a ward name
without seeking the agreement of the Commission.
142 Our draft recommendations St Martin’s ward will be represented by two
councillors and is forecast to have 1% more electors than the borough average by
2026.
Gipsy Hill, Knight’s Hill and Rosendale
143 In addition to the borough-wide submissions, we received submissions from
Lambeth Council Labour Group, Knight’s Hill Branch Labour Party, Helen Hayes MP,
Councillor Pete Elliott, local organisations and residents.
144 The Council proposed expanding the existing Thurlow Park ward to the south
and renaming it Rosendale after the road that runs through the length of the ward.
The southern boundary of this ward would move from Robson Road to the southern
boundary of West Norwood Cemetery and Crematorium on to Carnac Street. It
submitted two proposals for Gipsy and Knight’s Hill wards which each entailed one of
the wards being represented by two councillors. The Council stated a preference for
its Option A i.e. a three-councillor Gipsy Hill ward and a two-councillor Knight’s Hill
ward. It explained that under this proposal, both wards had strong boundaries. In
addition to the Gipsy Hill and Crystal Palace neighbourhoods, Gipsy Hill ward would
also have a strong West Norwood identity, ‘anchoring the ward in Lambeth’. This
option was also supported by the Lambeth Council Labour Group.
145 The Council’s Option B was for a two-councillor Gipsy Hill ward and threecouncillor Knight’s Hill ward. The Council stated that this takes in much of the West
Norwood part of Gipsy Hill ward and brings together in Knight’s Hill ward a coherent
West Norwood area south of the town centre. The Council also stated with regards
to Gipsy Hill in this option that it reflects the community as it rises up the hill, ‘wholly
containing the Gipsy Hill and Crystal Palace areas found within Lambeth’. However,
it expressed some concern that there was a risk of this ward becoming more
disconnected from the rest of the borough. Option B was supported by Helen Hayes
MP and the Knight’s Hill Branch Labour Party.
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146 The MP gave a number of reasons for her support, including that Norwood Park
was a natural boundary between communities which were naturally oriented towards
Gipsy Hill and Crystal Palace on the one hand, and West Norwood on the other. She
also noted that the proposal strengthens the identity of Gipsy Hill as part of Crystal
Palace compared with the existing arrangement which pulled Gipsy Hill ward
towards three different community centres.
147 The Green Group expressed concerns about proposals to remove Norwood
Park and/or Norwood Cemetery from Gipsy Park and felt that local people and
identities would be better served by expanding the ward into Knight’s Hill or Thurlow
Park. Its proposals included a two-councillor Thurlow Park ward and three-councillor
Gipsy Hill & Knight’s Hill ward.
148 The Conservatives’ proposed West Dulwich ward expanded the existing
Thurlow ward further south to Chapel Road and the railway line to include residents
that they say identify as living in West Dulwich. It excluded residents in polling
districts NLA (around Deronda Road) and some in NLD (Avenue Park and
Harpenden roads) whom they say identify with Tulse Hill. Their Norwood Park ward
was made up of the rest of Gipsy Hill ward south of Chapel Road and the railway line
north of Norwood Park. It extended west to A215 Knight’s Hill and was centred
around Norwood Park. They proposed a two-councillor Knight’s Hill ward.
149 The Liberal Democrats expressed support for the Council’s Option B for Gipsy
Hill and Knight’s Hill wards because this option ‘reduces the division of West
Norwood Town Centre’. They considered Gipsy Hill as an area focused on Upper
Norwood and the residential area around Gipsy Hill. Their Rosendale ward was
based on the residential communities along Rosendale Road ‘from the edge of
Herne Hill to West Dulwich’. It excluded the communities immediately around Tulse
Hill station.
150 Councillor Elliott argued for the retention or expansion of Gipsy Hill ward to
enable residents to keep their current identity. He also pointed out that there are
future plans beyond 2026 for the regeneration of Central Hill Estate which would
increase the electorate.
151 Norwood Action Group proposed four two-councillor wards for the area, stating
that each of the new wards ‘would be much stronger on community interests and
identity’. These proposals included a Tulse Hill South ward, but with significantly
different boundaries from our St Martin’s ward for which we had strong community
evidence. We were not persuaded to incorporate this scheme into our draft
recommendations.
152 Norwood Forum, while appreciating the development in the north of the
borough, argued against a reduction in representation in the Norwood area. It
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proposed extending the existing wards in the area west and north. It also advocated
the inclusion of the town centre in all three wards, the inclusion of St Martin’s Estate
in Thurlow Park/Rosendale ward and the exclusion of the area between Hillside
Road, A205/Christchurch Road, Norwood Road and the railway line (polling district
STE) from Streatham Hill ward. However, it went on to say that if there had to be a
reduction in councillors, it would support the Council’s second option.
153 Station to Station, the Business Improvement District for Tulse Hill and West
Norwood, expressed support for the town centre to be split across the three wards in
this area because it meant that it would continue to benefit from different skill sets
and ‘two different political affiliations’.
154 A resident submitted a three-ward scheme for this area. Under these proposals,
Gipsy Hill and Knight’s Hill (renamed West Norwood) wards continued as threecouncillor wards while Thurlow Park (renamed Rosendale) ward is a two-councillor
ward. We note that the proposed wards had good electoral equality and were backed
up by some community evidence. However, the proposed Rosendale ward included
a significant part of our draft recommendations St Martin’s ward which had strong
community evidence. Therefore, we were not persuaded to adopt this scheme.
155 Another resident suggested the creation of two two-councillor and two-single
councillor wards in this area but did not provide any community evidence or
information about where the boundaries should be.
156 One resident felt that if the Council’s Option A was adopted, it would include
part of the existing Knight’s Hill ward which bore no natural relationship with Gipsy
Hill. On the other hand, they believed that Option B ‘recognises the natural
communities defined by geography’. This sentiment was expressed in some other
submissions.
157 From the evidence presented, including by Lambeth Council, we have been
persuaded that Option B preserves the identity of the communities in both Gipsy Hill
and West Norwood and have based our draft recommendations on this option. We
are content that this option better reflects the Gipsy Hill community and includes
identifiable boundaries for the ward. However, we have made one adjustment and
run the south-western boundary of Gipsy Hill ward from the railway line through
Norwood Park and not along Salter’s Hill to reflect the shared nature of the park. We
specifically welcome comments on this modification.
158 Our draft recommendations Rosendale ward is based on the Liberal
Democrats’ proposals. Like the Conservatives’ proposals it excludes the area around
Tulse Hill station. We have adopted the Council’s boundary around West Norwood
Cemetery and Crematorium which excludes Dunbar Street, Dunelm Grove and
Pilgrim Hill from this ward.
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159 Our draft recommendations are for a two-councillor Gipsy Hill ward, a threecouncillor Knight’s Hill ward and a two-councillor Rosendale ward. Gipsy Hill and
Knight’s Hill wards are both forecast to have 2% more electors than the borough
average by 2026. Rosendale ward is forecast to have 3% fewer electors than the
average for Lambeth Council, by 2026.
160 We note that the Conservatives proposed a West Dulwich ward in the area
included in our Rosendale ward. This name was also proposed by some residents.
We also note that a resident proposed renaming Knight’s Hill ward and calling it
West Norwood ward. As well as the boundaries of the wards, we welcome
comments on the proposed names.
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Streatham

Number of
councillors
1
2
2
3
2

Ward name
Streatham Common
Streatham Hill Leigham
Streatham South West
Streatham St Leonard’s
Streatham Wells
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Variance 2026
-2%
-1%
4%
-3%
-2%

Streatham South West, Streatham St Leonard’s and Streatham Wells
161 In addition to the borough-wide schemes, we received submissions from
Streatham South Branch Labour Party, Streatham Wells councillors, the Rector of
the Parish of Streatham and residents. Of the more than 95 additional submissions
we received for Streatham, over 65 of them were about this specific area. The
overriding issue pertained to the Council’s proposals for St Leonard’s ward.
162 The Council proposed a two-councillor St Leonard’s ward and two threecouncillor wards for Streatham Wells and Streatham South. The existing Streatham
South ward is forecast to have 12% fewer electors per councillor than the average
for Lambeth Council by 2026. The Council explained the challenges it encountered
in trying to create a two-councillor Streatham South ward to address the poor
forecast electoral equality. It explained that it had considered making it a twocouncillor ward, but it expressed concerns this would isolate some residents from the
rest of their existing ward and community. The Council therefore proposed
expanding the existing Streatham South ward to include the residents south of Natal
Road.
163 Alongside this, in order to ensure good electoral equality and strong boundaries
in the residual St Leonard’s ward, it proposed moving an area between Gleneldon
and Stanthorpe roads (‘the Stanthorpe Triangle’), east of the A23 Streatham High
Road, from St Leonard’s into Streatham Wells ward. Streatham South Branch
Labour Party and Streatham Wells councillors supported the Council’s proposals.
The latter supported the proposals for their ward partly because it would continue to
be represented by three councillors, would reflect ever closer community ties with
the Stanthorpe Triangle and that in the east it would unite both sites of Dunraven
School in this ward.
164 The Conservatives’ proposals for St Leonard’s mirrored the Council’s with one
small difference – residents on both sides of Natal Road were united in this ward.
They also proposed a Streatham Vale ward in the very south of the borough which
included part of the area south of the Common, specifically the roads south of
Heybridge Avenue up to Copley Park. The Conservatives pointed to the fact that the
existing ward extends ‘so far south of Streatham Common’ as evidence that
residents ‘in the most southerly part of the borough as a whole – perceive
themselves as residents of Streatham Vale’. Their Streatham Wells ward’s northeastern boundary ran along Leigham Court Road and the ward did not extend as far
south as the existing ward.
165 Both the Green Group and the Liberal Democrats proposed retaining the
existing boundaries of St Leonard’s ward, crossing the A23 to include the ‘Stanhope
Triangle’ at St Leonard’s Junction. Like the Conservatives, they both used Leigham
Court Road as a boundary for their proposals for Streatham Wells ward. However,
whereas the Green Group’s Streatham Wells ward extended south to the borough
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boundary and included a small number of roads, west of the A23, the Liberal
Democrats’ southern boundary ran along Russell’s Footpath (behind the properties
on the southern side of Oakdale Road), Hill Path and the eastern side of Streatham
Common North.
166 In relation to St Leonard’s ward, the Green Group explained that the Stanthorpe
Triangle Residents’ Association has campaigned alongside other stakeholders to
make St Leonard’s Junction safer. It argued that the Council’s proposals would sever
the ties between ‘the ancient parish of St Leonard’s and Streatham Village’, who
have a very active and engaged community. It also considered that the proposals
would break up the ‘well-formed communities between Streatham Station and
Streatham Common Station’.
167 The Liberal Democrats considered that in Streatham, the place to cross the
A23 was at St Leonard’s Junction where there was a sense of shared
neighbourhood on both sides of the road, where it was least likely to be seen as a
physical boundary and where there was evidence of regular and frequent footfall
crossing the road.
168 They also argued that residents in the current SVD polling district (which
includes the area between Streatham station and Streatham Common station also
mentioned by the Green Group) were united around traffic management issues.
They considered that due to Estreham Road being blocked to most traffic, under the
Council’s proposals, residents of Barrow and Lewin roads would be represented by
councillors overwhelmingly elected by residents south of the barrier who did not
share the same issues. In support of their proposed Streatham South West ward,
they stated that there was little evidence of strong links between the communities on
either side of the A23 south of Streatham Common.
169 The Rector of the Parish of Streatham based at St Leonard’s Church
highlighted some of the issues facing the community and the work of the current
councillors and opposed the Council’s proposals to reduce the number of councillors
in St Leonard’s.
170 A few residents supported the Council’s proposals with one resident of the
Stanthorpe Triangle citing the change in traffic permissions on the High Street as a
reason why residents now drive through Streatham Wells to get home when the
traffic on the high street was bad. However, most residents objected to any plans
that excluded Stanthorpe Triangle from St Leonard’s ward and the reduction in the
number of councillors in the area. Some said that the Stanthorpe Triangle was an
integral part of St Leonard’s. One resident of the Stanthorpe Triangle explained that
their roads were somewhat cut off from the rest of Streatham Wells and that most
residents would gravitate towards the A23 Streatham High Street and the area
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around it rather than Valley Road in Streatham Wells to the east. Another resident
considered that St Leonard’s has ‘a strong sense of a centre with its old church and
other religious buildings, shopping, community centres and transport links’.
171 A number of respondents explained that the removal of the southern part of the
ward would divide the cohesive community of the ‘Ferrers Triangle’ (consisting of
Natal, Hambro, Ferrers, and Ellora roads) between two wards. We heard that
together with Lewin Road they ‘operate as a block’ and that Greyhound Road was a
more identifiable boundary. We have considered the submissions we received about
this area and have been persuaded that the communities who are resident on these
roads should be included in the same ward.
172 We note the strength of the Council’s and Conservatives’ proposed boundary
along the A23 Streatham High Street. However, adopting this boundary and retaining
the southern boundary for St Leonard’s ward produces poor electoral variance of
around -12%. In light of this and the strength of what we were told in the submissions
we received for this area, we have been persuaded to retain the existing boundaries
of St Leonard’s ward. We are content that there is a community that stretches across
both sides of the high street around the Stanthorpe Triangle.
173 We are also content that Leigham Court Road is an identifiable boundary. This
will exclude the area around Hitherfield Road from Streatham Wells ward in line with
submissions we received about Streatham Hill (see paragraph 180). We considered
adopting the Council’s proposed boundary for the north-east of Streatham Wells
ward around Mountearl Gardens. However, this produced a forecast variance of 15%
for Streatham Wells ward and -15% for the Streatham Hill ward to the north.
174 We have therefore adopted the proposals submitted by the Liberal Democrats
with a minor modification to unite residents on Greyhound Road in St Leonard’s
ward. We invite comments on this, including whether they should be united in the
ward to the south.
175 Our draft recommendations are for a two-councillor Streatham South West
ward, a three-councillor Streatham St Leonard’s ward and a two-member Streatham
Wells ward. Streatham South West is forecast to have 4% more electors than the
average for Lambeth Council. Streatham St Leonard’s and Streatham Wells are
forecast to have 3% and 2% fewer electors respectively than the borough average
by 2026.
176 We have adopted the names proposed by the Liberal Democrats for our wards
and welcome comments on them. Specifically, with regards to Streatham South
West, we note that the Conservatives used the name Streatham Vale and the
Council proposed the name Streatham South.
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177 We note that the Green Group proposed a Streatham Wells ward that extended
south of the ward to the borough boundary. The Liberal Democrat proposals also
included a second option with similar boundaries, the only difference being that it
does not include any area west of the A23. We welcome comments especially from
residents of the area known as Streatham Lodge (polling district SWA) south of
Streatham Common on this proposal.
Streatham Hill Leigham
178 Most of the submissions that mentioned Streatham Hill were in relation to
objections to the transfer of part of Clapham Park Estate into Thornton ward.
However, as explained in paragraph 129, we have been persuaded to unite the
estate and create a Clapham Park ward in that part of the borough.
179 The Council’s proposal (supported by Streatham Wells councillors) moved the
area between Leigham Vale, the railway line (Leigham Junction) and Mount Nod
Road from Streatham Wells into Streatham Hill. The Council stated that this area
was ‘somewhat separate from the rest of Streatham Wells ward’ and that the
housing was similar to what was in Streatham Hill ward.
180 A number of respondents including the Conservatives, the Green Group and
Liberal Democrats considered that the area around Hitherfield Road and Mountearl
Gardens (polling district SUA) in its entirety was more appropriately placed in
Streatham Hill ward due to its transport connections and community identity. There is
now a low-traffic neighbourhood linking the polling district area with Streatham Hill.
This area was larger than the area highlighted by the Council in paragraph 179 and
extended west to Leigham Court Road. Still in the same area, one resident pointed
out that the Streatham Hill Estate and the neighbouring roads were oddly placed in
Streatham Wells ward. Another resident, of Hitherfield Road, echoed this sentiment
and explained that their community was in Streatham Hill.
181 We note that there was agreement that all or a part of polling district SUA’s
community was with the rest of Streatham Hill to the north. We contemplated using
the Council’s proposed boundary but considered that a boundary along Leigham
Court Road was much more identifiable. In addition, as mentioned in paragraph 173,
adopting the Council’s proposals in light of our draft recommendations in Clapham
Park and Thornton wards, would produce poor electoral variances.
182 Therefore, we have based our draft recommendations for this area on the
Liberal Democrats’ proposals and have named it accordingly. Our two-councillor
Streatham Hill Leigham ward is forecast to have 1% fewer electors than the average
for Lambeth Council by 2026. We consider that this ward has strong boundaries,
reflects communities and facilitate our draft recommendations elsewhere.
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183 The Liberal Democrats stated that the name of the ward reflects the inclusion of
Leigham Vale and Leigham Court Estate in this ward. We welcome comments on
this.
Streatham Common
184 We have based our Streatham Common ward on the Liberal Democrats
proposals.
185 A common issue raised by the Council, the Conservatives and the Liberal
Democrats was the possible isolation of the Streatham Lodge community. The
Council therefore included the Common and Streatham Lodge in its Streatham
South ward and this was supported by the Streatham South Branch Labour Party.
However, we did not adopt its proposals for Streatham South as mentioned in
paragraph 174. The Green Group included Streatham Lodge in its proposals for
Streatham Wells ward as alluded to in paragraph 165.
186 The Conservatives and the Liberal Democrats both created wards which
focused on Streatham Common. Although with different boundaries, both proposals
included communities to the south as well as to the north of the Common. However,
the Conservatives’ proposal split the Streatham Lodge community in the south
across two wards, and we have not been persuaded to do so. We consider that this
community east of the A23 and south of the Common are one community and should
be included in a single ward.
187 While a resident pointed to Streatham Common (‘the Common’) as a good
boundary, some others felt that residents on the north and south sides of the
Common should be included in the same ward. One resident explained that these
residents ‘on either side’ identify ‘most strongly with the Common as their focal point’
and therefore advocated for a ward with the Common at its centre.
188 Our draft recommendations include a single-councillor Streatham Common
ward forecast to have 2% fewer electors than the borough average by 2026. We
note the Council’s preference for not having any single-councillor wards.
Nevertheless, in this instance we believe that this ward reflects the community best
in this area and we have not been persuaded that there is a two- or three-member
ward that would better reflect communities.
189 We have been persuaded that the Common is a strong focal point and shared
facility for the communities on either side of it. We also note that including Streatham
Lodge in a three-councillor Streatham Wells ward is an option, but we are not
persuaded that the residents have enough in common with the area to the very north
of Streatham Wells. However, we welcome further views on this during this
consultation as mentioned in paragraph 177. We are inviting comments on this,
including from residents of the Streatham Lodge area.
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Conclusions
190 The table below provides a summary as to the impact of our draft
recommendations on electoral equality in Lambeth, referencing the 2020 and 2026
electorate figures. A full list of wards, names and their corresponding electoral
variances can be found at Appendix A to the back of this report. An outline map of
the wards is provided at Appendix B.

Summary of electoral arrangements
Draft recommendations
2020

2026

Number of councillors

63

63

Number of electoral wards

26

26

3,883

4,072

Number of wards with a variance more than 10%
from the average

4

0

Number of wards with a variance more than 20%
from the average

1

0

Average number of electors per councillor

Draft recommendations
Lambeth Council should be made up of 63 councillors serving 26 wards
representing one single-councillor ward, 13 two-councillor wards and 12 threecouncillor wards. The details and names are shown in Appendix A and illustrated
on the large maps accompanying this report.
Mapping
Sheet 1, Map 1 shows the proposed wards for Lambeth Council.
You can also view our draft recommendations for Lambeth on our interactive maps
at www.consultation.lgbce.org.uk
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Have your say
191 The Commission has an open mind about its draft recommendations. Every
representation we receive will be considered, regardless of who it is from or whether
it relates to the whole borough or just a part of it.
192 If you agree with our recommendations, please let us know. If you don’t think
our recommendations are right for Lambeth, we want to hear alternative proposals
for a different pattern of wards.
193 Our website has a special consultation area where you can explore the maps
and draw your own proposed boundaries. You can find it at
www.consultation.lgbce.org.uk
194 Submissions can also be made by emailing reviews@lgbce.org.uk or by
writing to:
Review Officer (Lambeth)
The Local Government Boundary Commission for England
PO Box 133
Blyth
NE24 9FE
195 The Commission aims to propose a pattern of wards for Lambeth which
delivers:
•
•
•

Electoral equality: each local councillor represents a similar number of
voters.
Community identity: reflects the identity and interests of local communities.
Effective and convenient local government: helping your council discharge
its responsibilities effectively.

196 A good pattern of wards should:
•
•
•
•

Provide good electoral equality, with each councillor representing, as
closely as possible, the same number of voters.
Reflect community interests and identities and include evidence of
community links.
Be based on strong, easily identifiable boundaries.
Help the council deliver effective and convenient local government.
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197 Electoral equality:
•

Does your proposal mean that councillors would represent roughly the
same number of voters as elsewhere in Lambeth?

198 Community identity:
•
•
•

Community groups: is there a parish council, residents’ association or
other group that represents the area?
Interests: what issues bind the community together or separate it from
other parts of your area?
Identifiable boundaries: are there natural or constructed features which
make strong boundaries for your proposals?

199 Effective local government:
•
•
•

Are any of the proposed wards too large or small to be represented
effectively?
Are the proposed names of the wards appropriate?
Are there good links across your proposed wards? Is there any form of
public transport?

200 Please note that the consultation stages of an electoral review are public
consultations. In the interests of openness and transparency, we make available for
public inspection full copies of all representations the Commission takes into account
as part of a review. Accordingly, copies of all representations will be placed on
deposit at our offices and on our website at www.lgbce.org.uk A list of respondents
will be available from us on request after the end of the consultation period.
201 If you are a member of the public and not writing on behalf of a council or
organisation we will remove any personal identifiers. This includes your name, postal
or email addresses, signatures or phone numbers from your submission before it is
made public. We will remove signatures from all letters, no matter who they are from.
202 In the light of representations received, we will review our draft
recommendations and consider whether they should be altered. As indicated earlier,
it is therefore important that all interested parties let us have their views and
evidence, whether or not they agree with the draft recommendations. We will then
publish our final recommendations.
203 After the publication of our final recommendations, the changes we have
proposed must be approved by Parliament. An Order – the legal document which
brings into force our recommendations – will be laid in draft in Parliament. The draft
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Order will provide for new electoral arrangements to be implemented at the all-out
elections for Lambeth Council in 2022.
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Equalities
204 The Commission has looked at how it carries out reviews under the guidelines
set out in Section 149 of the Equality Act 2010. It has made best endeavours to
ensure that people with protected characteristics can participate in the review
process and is sufficiently satisfied that no adverse equality impacts will arise as a
result of the outcome of the review.
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Appendices
Appendix A
Draft recommendations for Lambeth Council
Ward name

Number of
councillors

Electorate
(2020)

Number of
electors per
councillor

Variance
from average
%

Electorate
(2026)

Number of
electors per
councillor

Variance
from
average %

1

Brixton Acre Lane

3

12,395

4,132

6%

12,151

4,050

-1%

2

Brixton North

3

11,805

3,935

1%

11,796

3,932

-3%

3

Brixton Windrush

2

7,968

3,984

3%

8,506

4,253

4%

4

Clapham
Abbeville

2

8,160

4,080

5%

8,662

4,331

6%

5

Clapham East

2

8,304

4,152

7%

8,241

4,121

1%

6

Clapham Park

3

10,477

3,492

-10%

11,708

3,903

-4%

7

Clapham West

3

12,942

4,314

11%

12,922

4,307

6%

8

Gipsy Hill

2

8,131

4,066

5%

8,294

4,147

2%

9

Herne Hill &
Loughborough
Junction

3

11,987

3,996

3%

12,119

4,040

-1%

10 Kennington

3

12,142

4,047

4%

12,365

4,122

1%

11 Knight’s Hill

3

12,119

4,040

4%

12,424

4,141

2%
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Number of
councillors

Electorate
(2020)

Number of
electors per
councillor

Variance
from average
%

Electorate
(2026)

Number of
electors per
councillor

Variance
from
average %

2

8,800

4,400

13%

8,648

4,324

6%

3

10,471

3,490

-10%

12,205

4,068

0%

14 Rosendale

2

7,842

3,921

1%

7,924

3,962

-3%

15 Rush Common

3

11,620

3,873

0%

11,595

3,865

-5%

2

6,584

3,292

-15%

8,121

4,061

0%

17 St Martin’s

2

7,978

3,989

3%

8,266

4,133

1%

18 Stockwell East

2

7,489

3,745

-4%

7,324

3,662

-10%

Ward name
12 Myatts Field
13

16

Oval & South
Lambeth

South Bank &
Waterloo

19

Stockwell West &
Larkhall

3

12,500

4,167

7%

12,453

4,151

2%

20

Streatham
Common

1

3,998

3,998

3%

4,011

4,011

-2%

21

Streatham Hill
Leigham

2

8,071

4,036

4%

8,093

4,047

-1%

22

Streatham South
West

2

8,288

4,144

7%

8,466

4,233

4%

23

Streatham St
Leonard’s

3

11,809

3,936

1%

11,832

3,944

-3%

2

7,939

3,970

2%

7,990

3,995

-2%

24 Streatham Wells
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Number of
councillors

Electorate
(2020)

Number of
electors per
councillor

Variance
from average
%

Electorate
(2026)

Number of
electors per
councillor

Variance
from
average %

25 Thornton

2

8,413

4,207

8%

8,363

4,182

3%

26 Vauxhall Bridge

3

6,402

2,134

-45%

12,081

4,027

-1%

Totals

63

244,634

–

–

256,560

–

–

Averages

–

–

3,883

–

–

4,072

–

Ward name

Source: Electorate figures are based on information provided by Lambeth Council.
Note: The ‘variance from average’ column shows by how far, in percentage terms, the number of electors per councillor in each electoral ward
varies from the average for the borough. The minus symbol (-) denotes a lower than average number of electors. Figures have been rounded to
the nearest whole number.
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Appendix B
Outline map
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Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Ward name
Brixton Acre Lane
Brixton North
Brixton Windrush
Clapham Abbeville
Clapham East
Clapham Park
Clapham West
Gipsy Hill
Herne Hill & Loughborough Junction
Kennington
Knight’s Hill
Myatts Field
Oval & South Lambeth
Rosendale
Rush Common
South Bank & Waterloo
St Martin’s
Stockwell East
Stockwell West & Larkhall
Streatham Common
Streatham Hill Leigham
Streatham South West
Streatham St Leonard’s
Streatham Wells
Thornton
Vauxhall Bridge

A more detailed version of this map can be seen on the large map accompanying
this report, or on our website: www.lgbce.org.uk/all-reviews/greater-london/greaterlondon/lambeth
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Appendix C
Submissions received
All submissions received can also be viewed on our website at:
www.lgbce.org.uk/all-reviews/greater-london/greater-london/lambeth
Local Authority
•

Lambeth Council

Political Groups
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dulwich & West Norwood Labour Party
Knights Hill Branch Labour Party
Lambeth Conservatives
Lambeth Council Green Party Group
Lambeth Council Labour Group
Lambeth Liberal Democrats
Streatham South Branch Labour Party

Councillors
•
•

Councillor P. Elliott (Lambeth Council)
Councillor M. Clark, Councillor M Masters and Councillor M. Seedat
(Lambeth Council)

Members of Parliament
•

Helen Hayes MP (Dulwich & West Norwood)

Local Organisations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Albert Square & St Stephen’s Association (2)
Deronda Estate Tenants’ & Residents’ Association
Loughborough Junction Action Group
Lilford Area Residents’ Association
Norwood Action Group
Norwood Forum
South Bank Employers’ Group
Station to Station
St Leonard’s Church, Parish of Streatham
Stockwell Village Association
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•

Vassall & Coldharbour Forum

Local Residents
•

221 local residents
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Appendix D
Glossary and abbreviations
Council size

The number of councillors elected to
serve on a council

Electoral Change Order (or Order)

A legal document which implements
changes to the electoral arrangements
of a local authority

Division

A specific area of a county, defined for
electoral, administrative and
representational purposes. Eligible
electors can vote in whichever division
they are registered for the candidate or
candidates they wish to represent them
on the county council

Electoral fairness

When one elector’s vote is worth the
same as another’s

Electoral inequality

Where there is a difference between the
number of electors represented by a
councillor and the average for the local
authority

Electorate

People in the authority who are
registered to vote in elections. For the
purposes of this report, we refer
specifically to the electorate for local
government elections

Number of electors per councillor

The total number of electors in a local
authority divided by the number of
councillors

Over-represented

Where there are fewer electors per
councillor in a ward or division than the
average

Parish

A specific and defined area of land
within a single local authority enclosed
within a parish boundary. There are over
10,000 parishes in England, which
provide the first tier of representation to
their local residents
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Parish council

A body elected by electors in the parish
which serves and represents the area
defined by the parish boundaries. See
also ‘Town council’

Parish (or town) council electoral
arrangements

The total number of councillors on any
one parish or town council; the number,
names and boundaries of parish wards;
and the number of councillors for each
ward

Parish ward

A particular area of a parish, defined for
electoral, administrative and
representational purposes. Eligible
electors vote in whichever parish ward
they live for candidate or candidates
they wish to represent them on the
parish council

Town council

A parish council which has been given
ceremonial ‘town’ status. More
information on achieving such status
can be found at www.nalc.gov.uk

Under-represented

Where there are more electors per
councillor in a ward or division than the
average

Variance (or electoral variance)

How far the number of electors per
councillor in a ward or division varies in
percentage terms from the average

Ward

A specific area of a district or borough,
defined for electoral, administrative and
representational purposes. Eligible
electors can vote in whichever ward
they are registered for the candidate or
candidates they wish to represent them
on the district or borough council
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The Local Government Boundary
Commission for England (LGBCE) was set
up by Parliament, independent of
Government and political parties. It is
directly accountable to Parliament through a
committee chaired by the Speaker of the
House of Commons. It is responsible for
conducting boundary, electoral and
structural reviews of local government.

Local Government Boundary Commission for
England
1st Floor, Windsor House
50 Victoria Street, London
SW1H 0TL
Telephone: 0330 500 1525
Email: reviews@lgbce.org.uk
Online: www.lgbce.org.uk
www.consultation.lgbce.org.uk
Twitter: @LGBCE

